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Open Space Methods 

 
In examining the accessibility of public art, I consid-

ered the clustering of public art versus the clustering 

of income in Cambridge. I used a local Moran’s I as 

a tool to determine areas where high income was 

clustered around high income and low around low. 

To determine locations for public art, I used a raster-

based analysis for each criteria, reclassifying the 

raster to assign most ideal locations the highest val-

ue of 5 and the least ideal locations the lowest value 

of 1. I used a raster calculator to add together these 

rasters, weighted equally, to produce a map of ideal 

locations and used zonal statistics to determine the 

open space or spaces with the highest mean score. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

 

The implications of this project for future policy are 

significant. Most of the research I used to create this 

project did not pertain to the use of GIS with public art 

mapping because very little research has been done 

into this subject. Instead, I took existing research 

about the benefits of certain indicator variables such 

as income and art location and imposed my own 

knowledge of GIS to create a new method of deter-

mining ideal sites. There is also potential for error in 

this lack of existing research. Another source of error 

exists in summing the rasters; determining the correct 

weight is difficult and inexact. While subjectivity may 

produce error, the future use of GIS mapping by city 

and cultural councils to determine ideal sites would 

provide a huge benefit to artists, planners, and citi-

zens alike. 

Income Clustering Public Art Clustering Introduction 
 

This project explores accessibility in Cambridge public 

art. Building on research pointing to the benefits of 

placing public art in low-income areas, I first looked to 

existing public art sites to determine whether there 

was a relationship between their location and the dis-

tribution of income in Cambridge.  

 

Next, I turned to assessing ideal locations for the in-

stallation of public art in Cambridge.  The criteria em-

ployed to asses ideal location was based primarily on 

three factors: income distribution, location of existing 

public art, and location accessibility (mapped in dis-

tance from MBTA bus stops). The potential location 

sites were selected from a map of open space over 

200 square feet in area in Cambridge.  

 

These criteria were selected in order to maximize ac-

cessibility of  public art. In measuring income, I coded 

low-income areas as the most desirable locations. Al-

so, locating art within walking distance of bus stops 

assured not only that people could easily transport 

themselves to the art location, but also that art would 

be located in and around major roads and intersec-

tions for maximum visibility. Finally, I looked to the 

areas where public art already existed. Modeling 

my approach after such planning models as Fu-

turecity London, I determined that while locating 

new art very close to existing installations was 

not ideal, locating it somewhat near other sites of 

public art would constitute a net cultural benefit. 

Results 

 
Mapping the clustering of public art versus income 

determined that there is no significant correlation of 

public art location with income clustering in Cam-

bridge as clustering of high areas of income around 

other high areas occur far west of art clustering. 

Using a raster based analysis to determine the best 

sites for public art yielded a raster result that does 

not appear to have significant clustering in any one 

neighborhood. I calculated the zonal statistics for 

each open space area to find the park or open space 

with the highest mean score (most desirable) loca-

tion to be a tie between Dawes Park and Callinan 

Square, both with a score of 14 of a possible 15. 


